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Introduction
‘Inclusivity and equality’ is one of the 9 key issues making up FIFA’s Sustainability Strategy
for the FIFA Confederations Cup 2017 and FIFA World Cup 2018 TM. As part of this, FIFA aims
to ensure disabled people and people with limited mobility can enjoy a barrier-free
environment within the Host Cities and stadia, alongside their fellow supporters.
FIFA is committed to making its events inclusive and is working with stakeholders to make
the stadiums as accessible as possible to all. As a part of these efforts, each stadium offers a
range of Special Access seating to ensure disabled spectators and spectators with limited
mobility can enjoy an inclusive environment.
Certain services are reserved only for disabled people and people with limited mobility who
hold Special Access Tickets. In particular, only people who have a Special Access Ticket or a
companion ticket will be allowed through the accessible security screening areas.
It is recommended that all disabled people and people with limited mobility apply for
Special Access Tickets to ensure that they can fully enjoy the tournament alongside their
fellow spectators.

An Accessible Matchday Experience
In order to ensure that disabled spectators and spectators with limited mobility are able to
enjoy the same matchday experience as non-disabled fans, each stadium offers accessible
services and facilities. These include:


Accessible parking spaces close to the stadium;



Accessible signage and information;



Wheelchair loan service and shuttle services;



Volunteers and staff trained in disability inclusion and etiquette;



Accessible entrances;



Specific viewing areas for wheelchair users and easy access seating;



Complimentary companion seats offered to spectators with a wheelchair user,
standard easy access or easy access amenity tickets;



Accessible concessions with priority lanes and, in most cases, low-level counters;



Accessible toilets;



Audio-descriptive commentary in Russian for blind and partially sighted spectators.

In order to monitor the effectiveness of these provisions in creating an accessible matchday
experience, Volunteers will ask disabled spectators, spectators with limited mobility and
their advocates if they would like to participate in a Customer Satisfaction Survey.
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Purpose of this guide
Accessible services and facilities are vital to creating an accessible matchday experience for
all fans attending the FIFA Confederations Cup 2017. However, it is equally important that
accessibility extends beyond the stadium and is incorporated across the Host Cities.
The Spectator’s Accessibility Guide aims to provide disabled spectators and spectators with
limited mobility with information to assist in the planning of their journeys during the
tournament.
It is important to note that the information regarding transport and accommodation within
the Host Cities and Russia has been collected from third-party sources for the purpose of
this Guide, and the authors are not responsible for any changes to the information included.
The first section of the Guide contains information on accessible services and facilities
available at each stadium.
In the second section of the Guide, readers will find information on train services between
the Host Cities and general information on public transport within each Host City.
In the third section of the Guide, there is a dedicated chapter on each Host City. The
chapters contain information on main airports and train stations, how to reach the stadium
and special Host City transport services available to ticket holders.
The final section has information on accessible accommodation within each Host City and
useful website links for further information. There is also information on how spectators can
provide their feedback on their matchday experiences. This feedback is vital to ensuring
increasingly accessible tournaments and is greatly appreciated.

We hope that you find the Spectators Accessibility Guide useful and we wish you an
enjoyable and inclusive FIFA Confederations Cup 2017 in Russia!
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At the stadiums
Disabled spectators and spectators with limited mobility who have Special Access Tickets
may be asked to provide proof of eligibility for their ticket at the stadium.
For Wheelchair User, Easy Access Standard or Easy Access Amenity Tickets, presentation of
a proof that is commonly and widely accepted in the Ticket Applicant’s country of residence
will be required. In Russia, acceptable proofs of eligibility include a certificate of degree of
disability and a medical certificate. Please note that permits for accessible parking will not
be accepted as valid proof.
For Obese Person Tickets, presentation of a signed doctor’s note stating the person’s BMI
will be required. The minimum BMI in order to require and therefore be eligible for an
Obese Person Ticket is 35 kg/m2.
A number of accessible services to ensure disabled spectators and spectators with limited
mobility can enjoy a welcoming and inclusive matchday experience at the tournament will
be provided. Please find a summary of these services below.

Accessible parking
Each stadium will have a limited number of parking spaces for disabled people and people
with limited mobility who hold Wheelchair User, Easy Access Standard and Easy Access
Amenity tickets. Accessible parking areas are located as close as possible to the stadium
while considering security regulations and operational requirements.
Vehicle Access & Parking Permits (VAPPs) are required to access parking areas. VAPPs for
the accessibility parking areas can be collected at the FIFA Venue Ticketing Centre located in
the cities where the respective match is being played. VAPPs will be made available on a
first-come, first-served basis.

Mobility assistance points
Mobility assistance points will be available at accessible parking areas (to be used only by
those with an official Vehicle Access & Parking Permits (VAPPs)) and near accessible security
entrances. Volunteers will be available to offer assistance to disabled spectators and
spectators with limited mobility.
A wheelchair loan service will be available from these points and disabled spectators and
spectators with limited mobility will be able to request this service before and at the end of
the match.

Accessible security lanes
Most security screening areas will have dedicated lanes for disabled spectators and
spectators with limited mobility. Accessible lanes will be identified with signage, using the
international disability symbol.
It is advised that disabled spectators and spectators with limited mobility use the entrances
closest to the parking areas and public transportation points.
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Wheelchair users will only be able to access the stadium through the dedicated accessible
entrances, given that these have been specially designed for wheelchair users. Other
disabled spectators and spectators with limited mobility can use either the accessible
entrances or any other entrance.

Shuttle service
A shuttle will be available within the stadium grounds to assist wheelchair users and
spectators with limited mobility from security entrances to the stadium entrances.

Volunteers
A large number of volunteers will be available within each Host City. Each volunteer has
received disability awareness training and will be available to offer assistance or information
to disabled spectators and spectators with limited mobility.

Information points and audio-descriptive commentary
A number of information points will be set up within each stadium where spectators can
seek further information.
Wheelchair storage areas will be available close to these information points.
Spectators wishing to tune into the audio-descriptive commentary service (in Russian)
should go to one of the following Information Points to collect a headset.
Kazan – all information points inside of the stadium;
Saint Petersburg – all information points inside of the stadium;
Sochi – two information points on the second level inside of the stadium;
Moscow Spartak – all info points inside of the stadium

Accessible viewing areas
Accessible viewing areas are available throughout the stadiums and include:


Specific viewing areas for wheelchair users;



Standard easy access seating (aisle seat with minimal or no stepped access) for
disabled people and people with limited mobility who do not use a wheelchair but
who require a seat that is easily accessible;



Easy access amenity seats for disabled people and people with limited mobility who
require easily accessible seating with extra leg room for crutches, walking aids or
space for assistance dogs;



Easy access extra-width seating for obese people;



Complimentary companion seats where required for those with tickets for a
wheelchair user place, standard easy access or easy access amenity seats;
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Special Access Ticket holders who have received a complimentary companion ticket
will be seated as close as possible to their companion. Whenever possible, although
not guaranteed, the companion will be seated adjacent to the Special Access Ticket
holder;



Wheelchair User places are reserved for people who purchased a Wheelchair User
Ticket. People who do not have such a ticket will be asked to store their
wheelchair/scooter during the match in a storage room close to Information Points
within the stadium;



For safety and security reasons, manual or electric wheelchairs and mobility scooters
need to fulfil certain basic requirements: they can have either 3 or 4 wheels; the
maximum dimensions are 700mm wide and 1300mm long; the maximum turning
radius is 900mm; the maximum turning width is 1500mm; and their maximum speed
must be 6 km/h.

Accessible toilets
Accessible toilets are located close to accessible viewing areas. All stadiums have unisex
accessible toilets, enabling a companion of the opposite sex to offer assistance if required.
Some stadiums also have accessible toilets within male / female toilet blocks.

Accessible concessions
Concessions located close to accessible viewing areas will have a priority lane for disabled
spectators and spectators with limited mobility.

Assistance dogs
Spectators with assistance dogs will be permitted in all areas of the stadium. Please note
that relieving areas and water bowls will not be provided.

Emergency evacuation
Stewards will be available to assist disabled spectators and spectators with limited mobility
in the case of an emergency.
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Train travel in Russia
Subsidised trains between Host Cities
All ticket holders for the FIFA Confederations Cup 2017 have the opportunity to book
complimentary train tickets on special services running between Host Cities. After
purchasing a match ticket, spectators should obtain a unique Fan ID from:
W: http://welcome2018.com/en/your-pass-to-the-world-of-football/

Using their ticket number and Fan ID, spectators wishing to travel via specially subsidised
trains should register online at:
W: https://tickets.transport2018.com (available in Russian only).

Once registered, spectators are then able to book their seat. There are a limited number of
seats available, therefore spectators are advised to book early. There are wheelchair user
spaces on all train services.

RZD Trains
In addition to the special services running between Host Cities, the majority of trains across
Russia, run by the National rail service RZD, have one wheelchair user space. Tickets can be
booked online or at station ticket offices. In order to purchase an electronic ticket,
wheelchair users should first register with the RZD Mobility Assistance Centre by completing
an online form:
Online form in Russian:
http://pass.rzd.ru/static/public/ru?STRUCTURE_ID=5284&layer_id=3290&refererLayerId=
3290&id=2574
Online form in English:
http://pass.rzd.ru/static/public/en?STRUCTURE_ID=5284&layer_id=3290&refererLayerId=
3290&id=2574
This form should then be sent by email to info@rzd.ru
Once registered, passengers are able to purchase a ticket online using the RZD website:
W: https://pass.rzd.ru/tickets/public/en?STRUCTURE_ID=704&layer_name=e3-route

Travel assistance should be booked at least 24 hours in advance. Passengers wishing for
further information, or to book travel assistance, should phone:
T: +8 (800) 510 11 11.

Travelling to Host Cities by bus
Currently no provisions are available for disabled spectators or spectators with limited
mobility who choose to travel by bus.
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Subsidised Pubic Transport
Throughout the tournament, subsidised public transport will be provided for spectators of
the FIFA Confederations Cup 2017. There will be a number of routes and vehicles in each
Host City which offer spectators complimentary travel. The vehicles and stations / stops
included in this scheme will be marked with a special symbol in order to be easily
identifiable to spectators. This symbol will be an outline of fans within a red or blue dome
with “Бесплатный проезд/Free Ride” written underneath. The symbol may also be in blackand-white.

Free Ride Symbol for subsidised transport
For more information, please visit:
W: http://welcome2018.com/journal/materials/besplatnyy-transport-kk-2017-budetoboznachen-spetsialnoy-emblemoy/ (available in Russian only).
Please note that more information on public transport can be found within each Host City
chapter of this document.
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Kazan
Kazan: Travel information

Travelling to Kazan by air
The nearest international airport to Kazan is Kazan International Airport, approximately
26km from the centre of the city and 30km from the stadium.
W: http://www.kazan.aero/

T: +7 (843) 267-88-07
Travel assistance for disabled passengers must be booked at least 48 hours before
departure, via the relevant airline or travel agent.
Assistance within the airport for disabled passengers should be booked in advance by
telephone or by completing an online form.
T: +7 (919) 621 34 16.
Online form (available in Russian only):
http://www.kazan.aero/for-passengers-and-guests/for-passengers-withdisabilities/RMP_Standard_Annex_2.pdf
This form should then be sent via email to sop@airportkzn.ru.
Accessible parking at the airport
10% of parking spaces are reserved as complimentary accessible parking. In cases where
administrative vehicles are blocking accessible parking spaces (a precaution taken to
prevent misuse of the spaces), passengers should contact the Parking Control Office for
assistance.
Any issues related to parking at Kazan airport can be resolved by contacting the transport
desk, which is available 24/7:
T: +7 (925) 399-09-55.
Train services from the airport
Trains from the airport into the city run from 08.00 until 00.01. These trains also go to
Kazan’s main railway station, Kazan-1 (Kazan-Passazhirsky). There are 8 trains each day
which run at irregular intervals. The journey takes approximately 28 minutes. Each train has
one wheelchair user space available. The train timetable can be found at:
W: http://www.kazan.aero/for-passengers-and-guests/how-to-get/by-electric_train/ (In
Russian only)
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Coach services from the airport
On matchdays throughout the FIFA Confederations Cup 2017, a coach will travel between
the airport and the stadium. This coach will run every 10 minutes, starting 5 hours before
kick-off until three hours after the final whistle.
No wheelchair user spaces will be available on these coaches. Wheelchair users are advised
to take the train to Kazan-1 (Kazan-Passazhirsky). For more information on getting to the
stadium, please see pages 12-13.

Travelling to Kazan by rail
Kazan’s main railway station is Kazan-1 (Kazan-Passazhirsky), approximately 8km from the
Kazan Arena stadium. Kazan-1 station has limited access for disabled passengers and
passengers with limited mobility. Where access is limited, station staff and FIFA
Confederations Cup volunteers will be available to provide assistance.
Due to limited access, disabled passengers and passengers with limited mobility should,
wherever possible, avoid travelling to Railway station Kazan-2.
For more information on booking train tickets, please refer to the Subsidised Trains chapter
in this guide (page 8).

Around Kazan

Public transport in Kazan
Public transport in Kazan includes accessible buses, trolleybuses and trams with wheelchair
user spaces. The availability and schedules of accessible vehicles will vary. Disabled
passengers and passengers with limited mobility travelling to the stadium are advised to use
the official shuttle buses.
For more information, please see the ‘Getting to the Stadium’ section of this guide (pages
12-13).
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Getting to the stadium
Kazan Arena is located approximately 8km north-east of the city centre.

By car
The stadium is a 40 - 45 minute drive from the airport.
Two drop-off points for spectators arriving by taxi have been identified. The first is on
Chistopolskaya Ulitsa. The second is set back slightly from Chistopolskaya Ulitsa, behind KSK
“KAI Olimp” Sports Complex. These points are approximately 1km from the stadium.

Drop-off points and accessible parking area, Kazan
Parking is available for disabled spectators and spectators with limited mobility with official
Vehicle Access & Parking Permits (VAPPs) only. For more information on VAPPs, please see
page 5.
Accessible parking has been identified approximately 250m away from the stadium entrance
across Yamasheva Prospekt (please see map above). A shuttle service will be available from
this parking area to the stadium. Alternatively, there is an underpass joining the accessible
parking area to the stadium and volunteers will be available to provide assistance to
disabled people and people with limited mobility.
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By train
Disabled spectators and spectators with limited mobility wanting to reach the stadium from
Kazan airport should take the train from the airport to Kazan-1 (Kazan-Passazhirsky) railway
station.
From Kazan-1 (Kazan-Passazhirsky), a shuttle service will run on matchdays to the stadium.
The shuttle will run every 5 minutes, starting 6 hours before kick-off, until four hours after
the final whistle. There will be one wheelchair user space on each shuttle. The shuttle will
stop approximately 1km away from the stadium, close to Gate 6, west of the stadium.
On matchdays a shuttle will also run from Kazan-2 railway station to the stadium. Due to
limited access, disabled passengers and passengers with limited mobility should, whenever
possible, avoid travelling to this station.

Four FIFA Confederations Cup 2017 matches will be held at the Kazan Arena.
These matches will be played on 18 June (Group A match), 22 June (Group B
match), 24 June (Group A match) and 28 June (semi-final).

Moscow
Moscow: Travel information

Travelling to Moscow by air
There are three main international airports in Moscow: Domodedovo, Sheremetyevo and
Vnukovo airports.

Domodedovo Moscow Airport
Domodedovo Moscow Airport is the largest airport in Moscow, located south east of the
city centre and is approximately 60km from Spartak Stadium:
W: http://www.domodedovo.ru/
Travel assistance for disabled passengers must be booked at least 48 hours before
departure, via the relevant airline or travel agent.
Assistance within the airport is also provided for disabled passengers. Travel assistance is
available 24 hours a day. Passengers requiring assistance should call the airport upon arrival.
T: +7 (495) 797 46 53
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For more information, visit:
W: http://www.domodedovo.ru/passengers/special/prm/ (in Russian)
W: http://www.domodedovo.ru/images/info/english.htm#prm (in English)
The route to the airport has ramps, handrails, tactile surfaces and accessible entrances.
Induction loops have been installed throughout the airport for deaf and hard of hearing
passengers.
Accessible parking
Complimentary accessible parking is available for disabled passengers and is located within
closest proximity of the terminal. Parking tickets must be stamped before leaving.
Some accessible parking spaces are protected by barriers to prevent misuse. To gain access
to these spaces, please contact a parking assistant upon arrival at the airport. A parking
assistant can be found at the nearest parking terminal or by phoning:
T: +7 (916) 509 52 93.
Train services from the airport
The Aeroexpress leaves directly from the airport to Pavletskiy train station / Pavletskaya
metro station in the city centre. The journey lasts 40 – 50 minutes and a single journey
bought online costs 420 roubles. A single journey bought at the station / airport costs 500
roubles.
Passengers can purchase tickets from three points:
-

-

Ticket machines in the arrivals terminal
Ticket desks near Exit 3
Ticket machines on the train platform near Exit 4

Aeroexpress offers disabled passengers special assistance and a companion to accompany
them on their journey. Disabled passengers can request assistance by contacting the desk at
the station or airport, calling the train service, or making their request online:
T: +8 800 700 33 77
W: https://aeroexpress.ru/ru/forPassengers/assistant.html (in Russian only)
Bus services from the airport
An accessible ‘social bus’ connects the airport to Domodedovaya metro and costs 79
roubles. The bus runs every 15 minutes from 06.00 until 24.00.
For more information, visit:
W: http://www.domodedovo.ru/ru/passengers/transport/ (in Russian)
W: http://www.domodedovo.ru/en/passengers/transport/ (in English)
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Sheremetyevo Airport
Sheremetyevo Airport is located north-west of the city centre, approximately 35km from
Spartak Stadium.
W: http://www.svo.aero/
Travel assistance for disabled passengers must be booked at least 48 hours before
departure, via the relevant airline or travel agent.
Assistance within the airport is also provided for disabled passengers and must be booked at
least 48 hours before departure. Disabled passengers can request assistance by contacting
the airport via:
E: callcentre@avo.aero
T: +7 (495) 578-65-65
Online form:
W: http://www.svo.aero/special-services/form/ (in Russian)
W: http://www.svo.aero/en/special-services/form/ (in English)
The airport provides a buggy service between terminals for disabled passengers and those
with limited mobility.
For blind and partially sighted passengers there is tactile flooring leading to a phone where
passengers can request special assistance. These phones are equipped for use by blind and
partially sighted and deaf and hard-of-hearing passengers.
For more information on airport assistance, visit: http://www.svo.aero/special-services/.
Accessible parking
Accessible parking is available at the airport for Terminals D, E and F. In order to gain access
to the parking spaces for Terminal D, disabled passengers must contact the parking
attendant on:
T: +7 (929) 625 00 80.
Train services from the airport
The Aeroexpress leaves directly from the airport to Belorussky train station in the city
centre. The journey lasts 35 – 45 minutes and a single journey bought online costs 420
roubles. A single journey bought at the station / airport costs 500 roubles.
Trains leave every half an hour between 05.00 and 00.30. Aeroexpress offers disabled
passengers with special assistance and a companion to accompany them on their journey.
Disabled passengers can request assistance by contacting the desk at the station or airport,
calling the train service, or making their request online:
T: +8 800 700 33 77.
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Disabled passengers may also request travel assistance online:
W: https://aeroexpress.ru/ru/forPassengers/assistant.html (in Russian)
W: https://aeroexpress.ru/en/forPassengers/assistant.html (in English)

Shuttle bus services from the airport
A shuttle bus will be provided on matchdays to transport spectators from Sheremetyevo
Airport to Spartak Stadium. The shuttle bus will run every 10 minutes, beginning three hours
before kick-off until two hours after the final whistle.
A Spectators Information Desk will be located within the airport terminal where spectators
can find out more information about the shuttle bus and other matchday services.

Vnukovo Airport
Vnukovo Airport is located south-west of Moscow city centre, approximately 50km from
Spartak Stadium.
Travel assistance for disabled passengers must be booked at least 48 hours before
departure, via the relevant airline or travel agent.
Assistance within the airport is also provided for disabled passengers, who can contact the
airport disabled passenger services team by using the Special Assistance phone located at
each terminal’s entrance, dialling F21 or via:
T: +7 (495) 436 61 89
E: care@vnukovo.ru;
Online form (in Russian only): http://www.vnukovo.ru/at-the-airport/passengers-withdisabilities/application/.
The airport provides priority queues for disabled passengers at check-in. Information desks
in Terminal B are equipped with induction loops for deaf and hard of hearing passengers.
For more information on airport assistance (in Russian only), visit:
http://www.vnukovo.ru/at-the-airport/passengers-with-disabilities/
Train services from the airport
The Aeroexpress leaves directly from the airport to Kievsky train station in the city centre.
The journey lasts 35 – 45 minutes and a single journey bought online costs 420 roubles. A
single journey bought at the station / airport costs 500 roubles. Trains leave every half an
hour between 06.00 and 00.00.
Aeroexpress offers disabled passengers with special assistance and a companion to
accompany them on their journey. Disabled passengers can request assistance by contacting
the desk at the station or airport, calling the train service, or making their request online:
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T: +8 800 700 33 77.
W: https://aeroexpress.ru/ru/forPassengers/assistant.html (in Russian)
W: https://aeroexpress.ru/en/forPassengers/assistant.html (in English)

Travelling to Moscow by rail
There are several railway stations in Moscow with varying levels of accessibility. Where
access is limited, station staff and FIFA Confederations Cup volunteers will be available to
offer assistance.
For information on booking train tickets, please refer to the Train Travel in Russia chapter in
this guide (page 8).

Around Moscow

Public transport in Moscow
Accessible buses and trolleybuses with low-level floors and wheelchair user spaces will be
available. Schedules will vary.
Special assistance will be available for disabled passengers and passengers with limited
mobility using the Metro. However, disabled passengers should note that Moscow’s Metro
system is largely inaccessible due to stairs and escalators. It is advised that, whenever
possible, disabled passengers and passengers with limited mobility avoid the Metro and use
over-ground public transport instead.
Disabled passengers and passengers with limited mobility travelling to the stadium can use
the official shuttle buses. Please see the Getting to the Stadium section of this guide (page
18).
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Getting to the stadium
Spartak Stadium is located approximately 14km to the north-west of Moscow city centre.

By car
Parking for disabled spectators has been identified approximately 300m away from the
stadium to the south west. The closest entrance is Gate 1. Parking is available for disabled
spectators with official Vehicle Access & Parking Permits (VAPPs) only. For more information
on VAPPs, please see page 5.

By Metro
The newly constructed Metro station Spartak is on the purple TaganskoKrasnopresnenskaya line (line 7) and runs through Moscow’s centre. Spartak station is
located approximately 500m north-west of the stadium and is accessible for disabled
passengers and passengers with limited mobility. The north end of the station is equipped
with a platform lift, while ordinary lifts are used in the south end of the station.

By shuttle bus
A shuttle bus will be provided on matchdays from Sokol Metro station to the stadium. The
bus will run every 10 minutes from three hours before kick-off until two hours after the final
whistle. Each bus will be accessible with one wheelchair user space. In order to use the
matchday shuttles, passengers will need to show a valid matchday ticket.
On matchdays there will also be a shuttle bus running between Sheremetyevo Airport and
Spartak Stadium. This bus will run every 10 minutes, beginning four hours before kick-off
and ending two hours after the match ends. The buses on this route will be accessible, with
one wheelchair user space each. Passengers will be required to show a valid matchday
ticket.
To reach the stadium from Domodedovo / Vnukovo airport by public transport, it is advised
that disabled spectators and spectators with limited mobility travel into the city centre using
the Aeroexpress. Spectators can then use public transport in order to reach the stadium, or
use the shuttle bus from Sokol Metro.

Four FIFA Confederations Cup 2017 matches will be held at the Spartak
Stadium in Moscow. These matches will be played on 18 June (Group B
match), 21 June (Group A match), 25 June (Group B match), and 2 July (third
place play-off).
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Sochi
Sochi: Travel information

Travelling to Sochi by air
Sochi International Airport is located in Adler, approximately 10km from Fisht Stadium.
W: http://basel.aero/sochi/
For more information on airport assistance, visit:
W: http://basel.aero/sochi/services/disabled/
Travel assistance for disabled passengers must be booked at least 48 hours before
departure, via the relevant airline or travel agent.
The airport is accessible to disabled passengers who would like to travel independently, but
personal assistance can be provided upon a passenger’s request.
Accessible parking
Complimentary accessible parking is available to disabled passengers, subject to availability.
Train services from the airport
The train between Sochi Airport and Adler Station runs at irregular intervals, and the
journey takes 9 minutes. The train is accessible and each train has four wheelchair user
spaces.
Shuttle services from the airport
A shuttle bus arranged by the Host City connects the airport to Adler train station in 20
minutes. The bus will run approximately every 30 minutes. There will be no provisions for
disabled passengers or passengers with limited mobility, and there will be no wheelchair
user spaces. Disabled spectators and spectators with limited mobility are instead advised to
take the train to Adler Station.
For more information, visit:
W: http://basel.aero/sochi/about-airport/how-to-get/
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Travelling to Sochi by rail
Sochi has two main railway stations: Sochi and Adler.
Adler Station has 100% accessibility rating, as per the Russian Railways data. For more
information, please visit:
W: http://adler.dzvr.ru/#pa (in Russian only)
Station staff and FIFA Confederations Cup volunteers will be available at the stations to
provide assistance where required.
For information on booking train tickets, please refer to the Train Travel in Russia chapter in
this guide (page 8).

Around Sochi

Public transport in Sochi
Most buses in Sochi are accessible with low-level floors and wheelchair user spaces. Schedules
of accessible vehicles will vary.
Disabled passengers and passengers with limited mobility travelling to the stadium would be
advised to use the official shuttle buses for the FIFA Confederations Cup. Please see the
Getting to the Stadium section of this guide below (pages 20-21).

Getting to the stadium
The Fisht Stadium is located in the Adler region of Sochi. The stadium is a 15 - 20 minute drive
from the airport.
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By car
Accessible parking has been identified next to Shayba Arena, approximately 300m away from
the stadium.
Parking is available for disabled spectators with official Vehicle Access & Parking Permits
(VAPPs) only. For more information on VAPPs, please see page 5.

By train
Sochi train station is approximately 40km west of Fisht stadium. There will be no provisions
to reach the stadium for spectators arriving at this station.
Imeretinsky Kurort train station is located approximately 2.5km away from Fisht Stadium.
Many local commuter trains stop at the station. The station is accessible and includes signage
and tactile wayfinding towards the stadium. Rest points and a shuttle service are available
along the route from the station to the stadium.
Adler train station is approximately 9km from the stadium. A shuttle bus service will be
provided to transport spectators between the station and the stadium. Please see below for
more information.

By shuttle bus
A shuttle service between Sochi Airport and Fisht Stadium will run on matchdays, beginning
three hours before kick-off until four hours after the final whistle. The buses will run
approximately every 5 minutes and will be accessible with one wheelchair user space each.
The shuttle bus will stop by the train station Imeretinsky Kurort, located approximately 2.5km
from the stadium.
A shuttle service between Adler train station and the stadium will also be provided on
matchdays. The shuttle bus will run every 4-12 minutes, beginning four hours before kick-off
until three hours after the final whistle. Each bus on this route will be accessible and have one
wheelchair user space.

Four FIFA Confederations Cup 2017 matches will be held at the Fisht Stadium
in Sochi. These matches will be played on 19 June (Group B match), 21 June
(Group A match), 25 June (Group B match), and 29 June (semi-final).
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St Petersburg
St Petersburg: Travel information

Travelling to St Petersburg by air
The nearest international airport to St Petersburg is Pulkovo Airport, approximately 40km
from the Stadium.
W: http://www.pulkovoairport.ru/
Travel assistance for disabled passengers must be booked at least 48 hours before departure,
via the relevant airline or travel agent.
Airport assistance should also be booked 48 hours in advance by phoning the airport on:
T: +7 921 981-83-44 or +7 921 858-56-71.
Alternatively, disabled passengers can call for special assistance using the button at the
entrance to the terminal on the 3rd floor.
For more information, please visit:
W: http://www.pulkovoairport.ru/passengers/prm/special-needs/ (in Russian)
W: http://www.pulkovoairport.ru/en/passengers/prm/special-needs/ (in English)
Accessible parking
Complimentary accessible parking is available to disabled passengers for up to 3 hours,
subject to availability.
Shuttle services from the airport
A shuttle bus will run daily between Pulkovo Airport and Moskovsky Train Station. Each bus
is accessible and has one wheelchair user space.

Travelling to St Petersburg by rail
St Petersburg’s main railway station is Moskovsky Train Station, located in the centre of the
city, close to Nevsky Prospekt. Moskovsky Station had limited access for disabled passengers
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and passengers with limited mobility. Where access is limited, station staff and FIFA
Confederations Cup volunteers will be available to provide assistance.
For information on booking train tickets, please refer to the Subsidised Trains chapter in this
guide (page 8).

Around St Petersburg

Public transport in St Petersburg
Buses and trolleybuses in St Petersburg are accessible and include wheelchair user spaces.
The availability and schedules of accessible vehicles will vary.
The trams and metro in St Petersburg are largely inaccessible due to stepped access. Disabled
passengers and passengers with limited mobility travelling to the stadium would be advised
to use the official shuttle buses arranged for the FIFA Confederations Cup. Please see the
Getting to the Stadium section of this guide below (page 23-25).

Getting to the stadium
St Petersburg Stadium is located approximately 10km north-west of St Petersburg city
centre.

By car
Drop-off points for spectators arriving by taxi have been identified at two locations. The dropoff point to the north of the stadium is located on the corner of Primorskiy Prospekt and
Yachtennaya Ulitsa. The drop-off point south-east of the stadium is located on the corner of
Petrovskiy Prospekt and Petrovskaya Ploschad.
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Drop-off points and accessible parking, Saint Petersburg
Accessible parking for disabled spectators has been identified 260m south-west of the
stadium between Gates 14 and 16 (see map above). Parking is available for disabled
spectators with official Vehicle Access & Parking Permits (VAPPs) only. For more information
on VAPPs, please see page 5.

By Metro
There are two metro stations close to St Petersburg Stadium: Krestovskiy Ostrov and Staraya
Derevnya. Disabled spectators are advised to arrive at Krestovskiy Ostrov station, which is
accessible. Krestovksiy Ostrov station is on the purple Frunzensko-Primorskaya line (line 5)
and is located approximately 2.5km to the east of the stadium. A shuttle service and rest
points will be provided from Krestovskiy Ostrov to the stadium for disabled spectators and
spectators with limited mobility.

By shuttle bus
From three hours before kick-off on matchdays, a shuttle bus will run between Moskovsky
Station and St Petersburg Stadium. Buses are accessible and each vehicle has one wheelchair
user space. Passengers will have to show a valid ticket for that day’s match in order to board
the bus.
An accessible shuttle bus with a wheelchair user space will also be provided on matchdays
from Pulkovo Airport to the stadium. The buses will run from 1.5 hours before kick-off until
1.5 hours after the final whistle. There will be at least 30 minute intervals between each bus.
Shuttle buses will also run between the stadium and various Metro Stations. The buses
between Petrogradskaya Metro and the stadium and Vyborgskaya Metro and the stadium will
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run from three hours before kick-off until three hours after. A bus from the stadium to
Chkalovskaya Metro will also run for three hours following the final whistle. Each of these
buses will be accessible and have one wheelchair user space. The metro stations from which
the shuttles depart are not accessible.

Shuttle bus stop and metro station, Saint Petersburg
The shuttle bus stop has been identified approximately 1km away from the stadium on the
intersection between Yuzhnaya Doroga and Yuzhnaya Alleya.

Four FIFA Confederations Cup 2017 matches will be held at the St Petersburg
Stadium. These matches will be played on 17 June (Group A match), 22 June
(Group B match), 24 June (Group A match), and 2 July (final).
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Accommodation in Host Cities
There are many hotels in each of the Host Cities with accessible rooms for disabled guests
and guests with limited mobility. Please see a list of hotels, their addresses and websites
below. Disabled visitors and visitors with limited mobility should contact hotels on a caseby-case basis to check availability of accessible rooms.

Accommodation in Kazan
Hotel
Мираж / Mirage
http://www.mirage-hotel.ru/
A: ul. Moskovskaya, 5, Kazan, Russia, 420202
E: reservation@mirage-hotel.ru
Т: 8 (843) 278-05-05
Korston Royal
https://www.korston.ru/en/kazan/
A: ul. Nikolaya Ershova, 1А, Kazan, Russia, 420045
E: Reservation@kzn.korston.ru
T: +7 (843) 279-33-00
Хилтон / Hilton
http://www.hilton.ru/hotels/doubletree-byhilton-kazan-city-center/
A: Ul. Chernishevskovo, 21, Kazan, Russia, 420111
E: hotel@dtkazan.ru
T: +7 (843) 210 00 21
Парк Инн / Park Inn
https://www.parkinn.ru/hotel-kazan
A: Ul. Lesgafta, 7, Kazan, Russia, 420043
T: +7 (843) 2352350
Center Hotel
http://www.centerhotel-kazan.ru/
A: Ul. Karla Marxa, 6, Kazan, Russia, 420111
T: +7 (843) 2 100 140
E: reservation@centerhotel-kazan.ru
Bilyar Palace
http://www.bilyar-hotel.ru/
A: Ul. Ostrovskovo, 61, Kazan, Russia, 5672000
T: +7 (843) 567-20-00
E: reservation@bilyar-hotel.ru
Relita
http://www.relita-kazan.ru/ru/
A: Ul. Dekabristov, 85 G, Kazan, Russia, 420034
T: +7 (843) 516-90-00
E: fo@relita-kazan.ru

Hotel rating (*)

Number of
accessible rooms
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2
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Ramada
http://www.ramadakazan.com/
A: Ul. Chernyshevskogo 39, Kazan, Russia, 420111
T: +7 (843) 207-11-60
E: info@ramadakazan.com
Riviera
https://www.kazanriviera.ru/
A: Ul. F. Amirkhana, 1, Kazan, Russia, 420126
T: +7 (843) 511 21 21
E: reservation@hotelriviera.ru
Nogai
https://hotelnogai.ru/
A: Ul. Profsoyuznaya, 16B, Kazan, Russia, 420111
T: +7 (843) 294-70-00
E: reservation@hotelnogai.ru
ГРК "Европа" / GRK Europe
http://europe-ru.ru
A: Ul. Peterburgskaya, 14, Kazan, Russia, 420107
T: +7 (843) 222 00 55,
E: grk.europe@mail.ru
Стрела / Strela
A: Ul. Rauisa Gareeva, 78, Kazan, Russia, 420054
T: +7 (843) 240-03-20
Олимп / Olimp
http://www.olympkzn.ru/index.php/nomera.html
A: Ul. Rixard Zorge, 66, Kazan, Russia, 420000
T: +7 (843) 294 75 25
E: reservation@olympkzn.ru
Максим Горький / Maksim Gorky
http://gorkyhotel.ru/
A: Ul. Maksim Gorky, 6, Kazan, Russia, 420015
T: +7 (843) 233-32-93
E: kznhotel@gmail.com
Агропарк / Agropark
http://www.agropark-hotel.com/
A: Ul. Agrarnaya, 2, Kazan, Russia, 420061
T: +7 (843) 223 00 23
E: agropark.hotel2@mail.ru
Ибис / IBIS
http://www.ibis.com/gb/hotel-6278-ibis-kazancentre/index.shtml
A: Ul. Pravo-Bulachnaya, 43/1, Kazan, Russia,
420111
T: (+7) 843 567 58 00
E: H6278-RE1@accor.com
Татарская усадьба / Tarskaya Usadba
http://tatusadba.ru/gostinitsa
A: Ul. Shigabutdina Mardzhani, 8, Kazan, Russia,
420022
Т: +7 (843) 561-03-62
Е: usadbahotel@mail.ru
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Шаляпин / Shalyapin
http://shalyapin-hotel.ru/
A: Ul. Universitetskaya, 7, Kazan, Russia, 420111
Т: +8 (843) 231-10-56
E: bronist@shph.ru

4
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Accommodation in Moscow
Hotel
Petr I
http://www.hotel-peter1.ru/
A: Ul. Neglinnaya, 17, Kazan, Russia, 127051
T: +7 (495) 925-30-50
Radisson Royal Hotel (гост. "Украина")
https://www.radissonblu.com/ru/royalhotel-moscow
A: Kutuzovsky Prospect, 2/1, Moscow, Russia, 121248
T: + 7 (495) 221-55-55
E: info.royal.moscow@radisson-hotels.ru
Hilton Moscow Leningradskaya
http://www3.hilton.com/en/hotels/russian-federation/hiltonmoscow-leningradskaya-SVOHFHI/index.html
A: Ul. Kalanchevskaya, 21/40, Moscow, Russia, 107078
T: +7 (495) 627-55-50
E: reservations@moscow-leningradskaya.ru
Savoy
http://savoy.ru/
A: Ul. Rozhdestvenka, 3/6, Moscow, Russia, 109012
T: +7 (495) 620-85-55
E: reserv@savoy.ru
Metropol
http://metropol-moscow.ru/
A: Teatralny Proezd, 2, Moscow, Russia, 109012
T: +7 (495) 545-53-00
E: res@metmos.ru
Swissotel Krasnye kholmy
http://www.swissotel-hotels.ru/hotels/moscow/
A: Kosmodamianskaya nab., 52/6, Moscow, Russia, 115035
T: +7 (495) 787-98-00
E: moscow@swissotel.com
The Ritz-Carlton
http://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/europe/moscow
A: Ul. Tverskaya, 3, Moscow, Russia, 125009
T: +7 (495) 225-88-88

Hotel rating
(*)

Number of
accessible
rooms
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Baltschug Kempinski
https://www.kempinski.com/en/moscow/hotel-baltschug/
A: ul. Balchug, 1, Moscow, Russia, 115035
T: +7 (495) 287-20-00
E: info.baltschug@kempinski.com
Lotte Hotel Moscow
http://www.lottehotel.com/moscow/ru/Default.asp
A: Novinsky Blvd., 8/2, Moscow, Russia, 121099
T: +7 (495) 745-10-00
Marriott Royal Aurora
https://www.marriott.co.uk/hotels/travel/mowdt-moscowmarriott-royal-aurora-hotel/
A: Petrovka St-Bld, 11, Moscow, Russia, 107031
T: +7 (495) 937-10-00
Marriott Grand Hotel
https://www.marriott.co.uk/hotels/travel/mowgr-moscowmarriott-grand-hotel/
A: Ul. Tverskaya, 26/1, Moscow, Russia, 125009
T: +7 (495) 937-00-00
Sheraton Palace Moscow
http://www.sheratonpalace.ru/
A: Ul. Pervaya Tverskaya Yamskaya, 19/1, Moscow, Russia,
125047
T: +7 (495) 931-97-00
E: moscow@sheratonpalace.ru
Crowne Plaza
https://www.cpmow.ru/
A: Krasnopresnenskaya nab., 12, Moscow, Russia, 123610
T: +7 (495) 258 21 22
E: reservations@cpmow.ru
Renaissance Monarch Centre Hotel
https://www.marriott.co.uk/hotels/travel/mowbr-renaissancemoscow-monarch-centre-hotel/
A: Leningradsky prospekt, 31a/1, Moscow, Russia, 125284
T: +7 (495) 995-00-09
Intercontinental Hotel Tverskaya
https://www.ihg.com/intercontinental/hotels/ru/ru/moscow/
mowru/hoteldetail
A: Ul. Tverskaya, 22, Moscow, Russia, 125009
T: +7 (495) 787-88-87
Moscow Marriott Hotel Novy Arbat
https://www.marriott.co.uk/hotels/travel/mowna-moscowmarriott-hotel-novy-arbat/
A: 32 Ul. Novy Arbat, Moscow, Russia, 121099
T: +7 (495) 734-70-00
Four Seasons Hotel Moscow
http://www.fourseasons.com/moscow/
A: Okhotny Ryad, 2, Moscow, Russia, 109012
T: +7 (499) 277-71-00
Hotel at Pokrovsky convent
http://www.pokrov-monastir.ru/?include=static&page_id=505
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A: Ul. Taganskaya, 58/12, Moscow, Russia, 109147
T: +7 (495) 911-26-07
E: hotel@pokrov-monastir.ru
StandArt Hotel
http://www.standarthotel.com/
Strastnoy boulevard, 2, Moscow 125009, Russia
T: +7 (495) 587 77 31
E: reservations@standarthotel.com
Aquamarine
https://aquamarinemoscow.com/
A: Ozerkovskaya nab., 26, Moscow, Russia, 115184
T: +7 (495) 580 28 28
E: reservations@aqmh.ru
Holiday Inn Moscow Lesnay
https://www.ihg.com/holidayinn/hotels/gb/en/moscow/mowl
u/hoteldetail
A: Ul. Lesnaya, 15, Moscow, Russian, 125047
T: +7 (495) 783 65 00
E: reservations@hi-mole.ru
Katerina City
http://www.katerinahotels.com/ru/moscow/city/welcome_pa
ge/
A: Shlyuzovaya nab., 6, Moscow, Russia, 115114
T: +7 (495) 933 04 01
E: reservations.city@katerinahotels.com
Assambleya Nikitskaya
http://www.assambleya-nikitskaya-moscow.com/
A: Bolshaya Nikitskaya, 12/2, Moscow, Russia, 125009
T: +7 (499) 933-50-01
Radisson Blu Belorusskaya
https://www.radissonblu.com/en/belorusskayahotel-moscow
A: Ul. Tretya Yamskogo Polya, 26, Moscow, Russia, 125040
T: + 7 (495) 660 49 00
E: info.moscow.belorusskaya@radissonblu.com
Holiday Inn Moscow Sushevskiy
https://www.ihg.com/holidayinn/hotels/gb/en/moscow/mows
s/hoteldetail
A: Ul. Sushchevskiy Val, 74, Moscow, Russia, 129272
T: +7 (495) 225 82 82
E: reservations@hi-mosu.ru
Kadashevskaya
http://www.kadashevskaya.com/
A: Kadashevskaya nab., 26, Moscow, Russia, 115035
T: +7 (495) 287 87 10
E: reception@kadashevskaya.com
Courtyard Marriott Moscow Center
https://www.marriott.co.uk/hotels/travel/mowcy-courtyardmoscow-city-center/
A: Voznesenskiy per., 7, Moscow, Russia, 125009
T: +7 (495) 981 33 00
Marriott Tverskaya
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https://www.marriott.co.uk/hotels/travel/mowtv-moscowmarriott-tverskaya-hotel/
A: Pervaya Tverskaya – Yamskaya, 34, Moscow, Russia, 125047
T: +7 (495) 258-30-00
Novotel Moscow-Center
http://www.novotel.com/gb/hotel-3328-novotel-moscowcentre/index.shtml
A: Ul. Novoslobodskaya, 23, Moscow, Russia, 127055
T: +7 (495) 780 40 00
E: H3328-RE2@accor.com
Aerostar
http://www.aerostar.ru/
A: Leningradsky Prospekt, 37/9, Moscow, Russia, 125167
T: +7 (495) 988-31-30
E: reservation@aerostar.ru
D hotel
http://en.dehotel.ru/
A: Yaroslavskaya street, 8/8, Moscow, Russia, 129164
T: +7 (495) 730-18-23
E: info@dehotel.ru
Holiday Inn Moscow Vinogradovo
https://www.ihg.com/holidayinn/hotels/gb/en/moscow/mowv
g/hoteldetail
A: Dmitrovskoye Shosse, 171, Moscow, Russia, 127204
T: +7 (495) 937 06 70
E: reservations.mowvg@ihg.com
Holiday Inn Moscow Sokolniki
https://www.ihg.com/holidayinn/hotels/gb/en/moscow/mows
o/hoteldetail
A: Ul. Rusakovskaya, 24, Moscow, Russia, 107014
T: +7 (495) 786 73 73
E: Sokolniki.Reservations@ihg.com
Borodino
http://borodino-hotel.com/
A: Ul. Rusakovskaya, 13/5, Moscow, Russia, 107140
T: +7 (495) 221-60-00
Holiday Inn Moscow Simonovskiy
https://www.ihg.com/holidayinn/hotels/gb/en/moscow/mows
m/hoteldetail
A: Ul. Simonovskiy Val, 2, Moscow, Russia, 109044
T: +7 (495) 287 14 00
E: reservations.simonovsky@ihg.com
Milan Moscow
http://www.hotelmilan.ru/
A: Ul. Shipilovskaya, 28A, Moscow, Russia, 115563
T: +7 (495) 135 07 43
E: info@hotelmilan.ru
Korston Hotel Moscow
https://www.korston.ru/moscow/
A: Ul. Kosygina, 15, Moscow, Russia, 119334
T: +7 (495) 939-8807
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E: reservation@mow.korston.ru
Radisson Slavyanskaya
https://www.radissonblu.com/en/slavyanskayahotel-moscow
A: Ploschad Evropy, 2, Moscow, Russia, 121059
T: +7 (495) 941 80 20
E: information@radisson-hotels.ru
Novotel Moscow Sheremetyevo Airport
http://www.novotel.com/gb/hotel-1349-novotel-moscowsheremetyevo-airport/index.shtml
A: Mezhdunarodnoye shosse, 3, Moscow, Russia, 141400
T: +7 (495) 626 59 00
E: H1349-RE1@accor.com
Ramada Moscow Domodedovo
http://ramadamoscow-domodedovo.com/
A: Ul. Ilyushina, 1B, Aviatsionniy District, Domodedovo,
Moscow, Russia, 142007
T: +7 (495) 723 10 03
E: res@ramadamoscow-domodedovo.com
Aerotel Domodedovo
https://www.airhotel.ru/
A: Building 6, Domodedovo Airport, Domodedovskiy District,
Moscow, Russia, 142015
T: +7 (495) 795-35-72
E: booking@airhoteldme.ru
Intourist Kolomenskoe
http://intourist-kolomenskoe.ru/
A: Kashyrskoye shosse, 39b Moscow, Russia, 115409
T: +7 (495) 662 10 01
E: bron@intourist-kolomenskoe.ru
Mercure Moscow Baumanskaya
http://www.mercure.com/gb/hotel-8471-mercure-moscowbaumanskaya/index.shtml
A: Baumanskaya, 54/1, Moscow, Russia, 105005
T: +7 (495) 229 06 29
E: h7454-re@accor.com
Doubletree Moscow Marina
http://doubletree3.hilton.com/en/hotels/russianfederation/doubletree-by-hilton-hotel-moscow-marinaMOWMLDI/index.html
A: Leningradskoe Shosse, 39/1, Moscow, Russia, 125212
T: +7 (495) 212 20 20
E: reservations@dtmarina.ru
Tourist-hotel complex "Vega"
http://www.hotel-vega.ru/
A: Izmaylovskoe Shosse, 71/3V, Moscow, Russia, 105613
T: +7 (495) 956-05-06
E: reserve@hotel-vega.ru
TGK "Izmailovo" (Gamma-Delta)
http://www.izmailovo.ru/
A: Izmaylovskoe Shosse, 71/4GD, Moscow, Russia, 105613
T: +7 (495) 737-70-70
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E: booking@izmailovo.ru
Astrus (Dom turista)
http://www.astrus.ru/
A: Leninskiy Prospekt, 146, Moscow, Russia, 119526
T: +7 (495) 434-94-67
E: info@astrus.ru
Mercure Arbat Moscow
http://www.mercure.com/gb/hotel-7454-mercure-arbatmoscow/index.shtml
A: Smolenskaya Ploschad, 6, Moscow, Russia, 121099
T: +7 (495) 225 00 25
E: h7454-re@accor.com
Novotel Moscow-City
http://www.novotel.com/gb/hotel-7149-novotel-moscowcity/index.shtml
A: Presnenskaya Naberezhnaya, 2, Moscow, Russia, 123317
T: +6 (495) 664 89 89
E: H7149-RE@accor.com
Mercure Moscow Paveletskaya
http://www.mercure.com/gb/hotel-8223-mercure-moscowpaveletskaya/index.shtml
A: Ul. Bakhrushina, 11, Moscow, Russia, 115054
T: +7 (495) 720 53 03
E: H8223@ACCOR.COM
Ibis Moscow Centre Bakhrushina
http://www.ibis.com/gb/hotel-8221-ibis-moscow-centrebakhrushina/index.shtml
A: Ul. Bakhrushina, 11, Moscow, Russia, 115054
T: +7 (495) 720 53 03
E: H8223@ACCOR.COM
Adagio Moscow Centre Paveletskaya
http://www.adagio-city.com/gb/hotel-8222-aparthotel-adagiomoscow-paveletskaya/index.shtml
A: Ul. Bakhrushina, 11, Moscow, Russia, 115054
T: +7 (495) 720 53 03
E: H8223@ACCOR.COM
Dedeman Park Izmailovo Moscow
http://www.dedeman.com/hotel-moscow/park-dedemanizmailovo-moscow.aspx
A: Ul. Nikitinskaya, 10A, Izmailovo, Moscow, Russia, 105425
T: +7 (499) 269 95 65
E: parkizmailovo@dedeman.com
Azimut Moscow Tulskaya
https://en.azimuthotels.com/Russia/azimut-hotel-tulskayamoscow/
A: Varshavskoe Shosse, 9, Moscow, Russia, 117105
T: +7 (495) 987 22 22
E: moscow@azimuthotels.com
Hotel and business center "Molodyozhny"
http://www.hcm.ru/en/
A: Dmitrovskoe Shosse, 27/1, Moscow, Russia, 127550
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T: +7 (495) 782-90-00
E: hotelmol@hcm.ru
Ibis Moscow Dinamo
http://www.ibis.com/gb/hotel-6227-ibis-moscowdynamo/index.shtml
A: Leningradskiy Prospekt, 37/8, Moscow, Russia, 125167
T: (+7) 495 139 03 04
E: H6227-RE@ACCOR.COM
Нampton by Нilton Moscow Strogino
http://hamptoninn3.hilton.com/en/hotels/russianfederation/hampton-by-hilton-moscow-stroginoMOWMSHX/index.html
A: Ul. Kulakova, 20/1, Moscow, Russia, 123592
T: +7 (499) 745 06 00
E: MOWMS_Hampton@hilton.com
Hotel Palmyra Business Club
http://www.palmira-bc.ru/en/
A: Novodanilovskaya Naberezhnaya, 6/1, Moscow, Russia,
117105
T: +7 (495) 747-59-63
E: info@palmira-bc.ru
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Accommodation in Sochi
Hotel
Hyatt Regency Sochi
https://sochi.regency.hyatt.com/en/hotel/home.html
A: Ordzhonikidze 17, Sochi, Russia, 354000
T: +7 (862) 227 12 34
E: sochi.regency@hyatt.com
Sochi – Breeze
http://sochibreeze.ru/
A: Kurortniy Prospekt, 72, Sochi, Russia, 354002
T: +7 (862) 266-38-00
E: breeze@sochi.com
Green Hosta
http://www.greenhosta.ru/
A: Ul. Platanovaya, 15V, Sochi, Russia, 354037
T: +7 (862) 260-84-51
E: manager@greenhosta.ru
Fregat
http://www.fregatadler.ru/
A: Ul. Lenina, 219, Sochi, Russia, 354364
T: +7 (862) 296-08-88
E: info@fregatadler.ru

Hotel rating (*)
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Bogatyr
https://www.sochipark.ru/bogatyr
A: Olimpiyskiy Prospekt, 21, Sochi, Russia, 354383
T: +7 (862) 241 77 77
E: reservations@sochi-park.ru
Reef
http://www.hotel-reef.ru/
A: Ul. Prosveshcheniya, 19V, Sochi, Russia, 354340
T: +7 (862) 240-77-37
E: hotel-reef@mail.ru
Almira
http://www.hotel-almira.ru/
A: Ul. Bestuzheva, 8, Sochi, Russia, 354340
T: +7 (862) 269 35 15
E: info@hotel-almira.ru
Dagomys
http://www.dagomys.ru/
A: Ul. Leningradskaya, 7, Sochi, Russia, 354207
T: +7 (862) 252 23 00
E: booking@dagomys.ru
Pioner
http://www.pionerotel.ru/
A: ul. Azovskaya, 15-16, Sochi, Russia, 354000
T: +7 (918) 107-40-84
E: info@pionerotel.ru
Zhemchuzhina
http://www.zhem.ru/
A: Ul. Chernomorskaya, 3, Sochi, Russia, 354002
T: +7 (862) 266-11-88
E: booking@zhem.ru
Radisson Lazurnaya
https://www.radissonblu.com/en/hotel-sochi
http://www.lazurnaya.ru/
A: Kurortny Prospekt, 103, Sochi, Russia, 354024
T: +7 (862) 266-33-33
E: res@lazurnaya.ru
Zelenaya Rosha
http://zelenaya-roscha-vip-hotel-sochi.booked.net/
http://www.rest-matsesta.ru/
A: Kurortny Prospekt 120/2, Sochi, Russia, 354059
T: +7 (862) 235-66-00
E: booking@rest-matsesta.ru
Crystal
http://crystal-sochi.com/
A: Ul. Lenina, 219/A, Sochi, Russia, 354364
T: +7 (862) 247-17-50
E: crystal-sochi@yandex.ru
Park Inn City Center Sochi
https://www.parkinn.com/hotel-sochi
A: Ul. Gorkogo, 56, Sochi, Russia, 354000
T: +7 (862) 296 82 28
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E: info.sochi@rezidorparkinn.com
Adler-Kurort – Coral
http://www.coral-adler.ru/
http://adlerkurort-sochi.ru/coral
A: Ul. Lenina, 219, Sochi, Russia,
T: + (862) 264-63-99
E: zakaz@coral-adler.ru
Korsar
http://korsar-adler.ru/
A: Ul. Bogdan Chmelnitskiy, 50, Sochi, Russia, 354340
T: +7 (862) 240-11-46
E: korsar@sochi.com
Yuznoe Vzmorie
http://www.uvzmorie.ru/index.php/ru/
A: Ul. Kalinina, 1, Sochi, Russia, 354340
T: +7 (862) 269-19-00
E: vzmorie@sochi.com
Lazur Beach Hotel
http://www.lazurhotel.ru/lazur-beach-hotel.html
A: Ul. Prosvescheniye, 104V, Sochi, Russia,
T: +7 (862) 231-86-20
E: info@lazurhotel.ru
Okhotnik
http://pansionat-ohotnik.ru/
A: Ul. Prosvescheniye, 110A, Sochi, Russia, 354340
T: +7 (862) 290-51-40
E: ohotniksochi@yandex.ru / ohotnik-aqva@mail.ru
Adelfia
https://adelfiya.ru/
A: Ul. Prosvescheniye, 13, Sochi, Russia, 354340
T: +7 (862) 240 36 39
E: info@adelfiya.ru
Sochi-Magnolia
http://www.sochi-magnolia.ru/
A: Kurortniy Prospekt, 50, Sochi, Russia, 354000
T: +7 (862) 262 01 66
E: magnolia-sochi@mail.ru
Marins Park
http://www.parkhotel-sochi.ru/
A: Pereulok Morskoy, 2, Sochi, Russia, 354000
T: +7 (862) 271-30-00
E: reserv@parkhotel-sochi.ru
Genrikh
http://www.genrihotel.com/
A: Ul. Letnyaya, 56, Sochi, Russia, 354207
T: +7 (918) 008 03 08
E: GenrihHotel@gmail.com
Aurora Guest House
https://www.booking.com/hotel/ru/havana.engb.html
A: Ul. Tsvetochnaya, 2, Sochi, Russia, 354340
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T: +7 (918) 603-08-08
Yug Guest House
https://www.booking.com/hotel/ru/guest-housequot-yug-quot.en-gb.html
A: Ul. Kalinina, 10, Sochi, Russia, 354348
Gornyi Vozdukh
http://gorniy-vozduh-loo.ru/
A: Ul. Vozrozhdeniya, 2, Sochi, Russia, 354208
T: +7 (862) 266 08 88
Sheksna
http://www.sheksna.ru/en
A: Ul. Lvovskaya, 8/5, Sochi, Russia, 354209
T: +7 (800) 200-79-69
E: sheksna@sheksna.ru
Olympic Dagomys
https://o-d.site/
A: Ul. Leningradskaya, 7A, Sochi, Russia, 354207
T: +7 (862) 252 18 18
E: bookings@o-d.site
Aquamarine
http://xn----7sbaai2bbkummuq9f.xn--p1ai/
A: Ul. Yaltinskaya, 4A, Sochi Russia, 354037
T: +7 (800) 100-31-89
E: info@iskra-travel.ru
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Number of accessible rooms per hotel is not available. There are approximately 130
accessible rooms in total.

Accommodation in St Petersburg

Hotel rating (*)

Number of
accessible
rooms
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Hotel
Solo Sokos Hotel Palace Bridge
https://www.sokoshotels.fi/en/st-petersburg/sokos-hotelpalace-bridge
A: Birzhevoi Pereulok, 2-4, St. Petersburg, Russia, 199004
T: +7 (812) 335 2200
E: reservations@shotels.ru
Lotte
http://www.lottehotel.com/saintpetersburg/en/Default.asp
A: Pereulok Antonenko, 2, St. Petersburg, Russia, 190000
T: +7 (812) 336-10-00
Belmond Grand Hotel Europe
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https://www.belmond.com/grand-hotel-europe-stpetersburg/
A: Nevsky Prospekt, Mikhailovskaya Ulitsa 1/7, St.
Petersburg, Russia, 191186
T: +7 (812) 329 60 00
E: hotel.ghe@belmond.com
W St.Petersburg
http://www.wstpetersburg.com/
A: Voznesensky Prospekt, 6, St. Petersburg, Russia, 190000
T: +7 (812) 610 61 61
E: wstpetersburg@whotels.com
Corinthia Hotel St Petersburg
http://www.corinthia.com/en/hotels/stpetersburg
A: Nevsky Prospekt, 57, St. Petersburg, Russia, 191025
T: +7 (812) 380 20 01
E: reservations.stpetersburg@corinthia.com
Four Seasons Hotel Lion Palace St. Petersburg
http://www.fourseasons.com/stpetersburg/
A: Voznesensky Prospekt, 1, St. Petersburg, Russia, 190000
T: +7 (812) 339 80 00
Domina St.Petersburg
http://dominarussia.com/en/welcome
A: Nabrezhnaya reki Moiky, 99, St. Petersburg, Russia,
190000
T: +7 (812) 385 99 00
E: welcome@dominarussia.com
Petro Palace Hotel
http://www.petropalacehotel.com/home/?language=Englis
h
A: Ul. Malaya Morskaya, 14, St. Petersburg, Russia, 190000
T: +7 (812) 571 30 06
E: booking@petropalacehotel.com
Park Inn by Radisson Nevsky
https://www.parkinn.com/hotel-stpetersburg
A: 4A Ul. Goncharnaya, 9, Nevsky Prospekt, St. Petersburg,
Russia, 191036
T: +7 (812) 406 73 10
E: reservations.ledpn@rezidorparkinn.com
Radisson Sonya Hotel
https://www.radissonblu.com/en/sonyahotel-stpetersburg
A: Liteyny Prospekt, 5/19, St. Petersburg, Russia, 191187
T: +7 (812) 406 00 00
E: sonya.sales@radissonblu.com
Ambassador
https://en.ambassador-hotel.ru/
A: Rimsky-Korsakov Prospekt, 5-7, St. Petersburg, Russia,
190068
Т: +7 (812) 331-88-44
E: reservation@ambassador-hotel.ru
Courtyard by Marriott St. Petersburg Vasilievsky
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https://www.marriott.co.uk/hotels/travel/ledcy-courtyardst-petersburg-vasilievsky/
A: Vtoraya Liniya Vasilevskogo Ostrova, 61/30, St.
Petersburg, Russia, 199178
T: +7 (812) 380 40 11
Solo Sokos Hotel Vasilievsky
https://www.sokoshotels.fi/en/st-petersburg/sokos-hotelvasilievsky
A: Vosmaya Liniya Vasilevskogo Ostrova, 11-13, St.
Petersburg, Russia, 190034
T: +7 (812) 335 22 90
E: reservations@shotels.ru
Hotel Vera
https://hotelvera.ru/
A: Suvorovsky Prospekt, 25/16, St. Petersburg, Russia,
191036
T: +7 (812) 702-61-90
E: info@hotelvera.ru
Renaissance St. Petersburg Baltic Hotel
https://www.marriott.co.uk/hotels/travel/ledbrrenaissance-st-petersburg-baltic-hotel/
A: Ul. Pochtamtskaya, 4, St. Petersburg, Russia, 190000
T: +7 (812) 380 40 00
Park Inn by Radisson Pribaltiyskaya
https://www.parkinn.com/hotelpribaltiyskaya-stpetersburg
A: Ul. Korablestroiteley, 14, St. Petersburg, Russia, 199226
T: +7 (812) 329 26 26
E: info.pribaltiyskaya@rezidorparkinn.com
Nashotel
http://en.nashotel.ru/
A: Odinitsatnoya Liniya, 50, Vasilievsky Ostrov, St
Petersburg, Russia, 199178
T: +7 (812) 323-22-31
E: info@nashotel.ru
New Peterhof Hotel
http://www.new-peterhof.com/en/
A: Sankt Peterburgsky Prospekt, 34, St. Petersburg, Russia,
198510
T: +7 (812) 319-10-10
E: reservation@new-peterhof-hotel.com
Courtyard by Marriott Pushkin Hotel
https://www.marriott.co.uk/hotels/travel/ledgr-courtyardst-petersburg-center-west-pushkin-hotel/
A: Ul. Kanonerskaya, 33, St. Petersburg, Russia, 190121
T: +7 (812) 610 50 00
E: reservations@courtyard-spb.com
Original Sokos Hotel Olympia Garden
https://www.sokoshotels.fi/en/st-petersburg/sokos-hotelolympia-garden
A: Bataiskii Pereulok, 3A, St. Petersburg, Russia, 190013
T: +7 (812) 335 22 70
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E: reservations@shotels.ru
Holiday Inn St. Petersburg Moskovskye Vorota
http://www.hi-spb.com/eng/
A: Moskovsky Prospekt, 97A, St. Petersburg, Russia, 196084
T: +7 (812) 448 71 27
E: booking@hi-spb.com
Neptun Business
http://www.neptun.spb.ru/rus/gostinitsa/
A: Naberezhnaya Obvodnogo Kanala, 93A, St. Petersburg,
Russia, 191119
T: +7 (812) 324-46-10
E: reception@neptun.spb.ru
Vedensky Hotel
http://vedenskyhotel.com/
A: Bolshoy Prospekt, 37, Petrogradskaya Storona, St.
Petersburg, Russia, 197198
T: +7 (812) 332-46-63
E: info@vedenskyhotel.ru
Moscow Hotel
https://www.hotel-moscow.ru/en/
A: Ploschad Alexander Nevsky, 2, St. Petersburg, Russia,
191317
T: +7 (812) 333 24 44
E: secretary@hotel-moscow.ru
Park Inn by Radisson Pulkovskaya
https://www.parkinn.com/hotelpulkovskaya-stpetersburg
A: Ploschad Pobedy, 1, St. Petersburg, Russia, 196240
T: +7 (812) 740 39 00
E: reservations.ledpd@rezidorparkinn.com
Ibis St Petersburg Centre
http://www.ibis.com/gb/hotel-6157-ibis-saint-petersburgcentre/index.shtml
A: Ligovsky Prospekt, 54, St. Petersburg, Russia, 191040
T: +7 (812) 622 01 00
E: H6157@ACCOR.COM
Lyra Hotel
http://www.lyra-hotel.ru/
A: Ul. Dnepropetrovskaya, 57A, St. Petersburg, Russia,
192007
T: +7 (812) 335-91-01
E: lyra@lyra-hotel.ru
Ermitage Hotel
http://ermitagemyhotel.ru/ru/main/
A: Ul. Millionnaya, 11, St. Petersburg, Russia, 191186
T: +7 (812) 571 54 97
E: ermitageh@gmail.com
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Useful links and Have Your Say
FIFA: http://www.fifa.com/confederationscup/
2018 World Cup Host Country: http://welcome2018.com/
Centre for Access to Football in Europe (CAFE): http://www.cafefootball.eu/
For further information, please contact the Centre for Access to Football in Europe (CAFE) by
email or by telephone, by twitter or by visiting our website:
E: info@cafefootball.eu
T: +44(0) 8621 2410 2405
W: www.cafefootball.eu
T: @cafefootball
Have Your Say on your matchday experience at the FIFA Confederations Cup 2017 by leaving
a comment on our Stadium page. Disabled fans comments help CAFE and our stakeholders
to share more information about access at stadiums across Europe, and in turn help
disabled fans planning a trip to the stadium.
The Have Your Say section of the CAFE website is easy to use - Simply go
to www.cafefootball.eu and, using the 'Stadiums' menu, select the venue that you have
recently visited. Each stadium has its own fans comments section where you can share your
experiences in any language, and we have added an automatic Google translate to this
section so that comments can be shared more widely.
On matchdays at each stadium, Volunteers will be conducting Customer Satisfaction Surveys
on the FIFA Confederations Cup 2017 Match Organisation for Disabled People and People
with Limited Mobility. The feedback provided by disabled spectators and spectators with
limited mobility will ensure future matches are more accessible, as it will help to establish
which areas have been successful and which areas need improvement.
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